When minimizing a given objective function is challenging because of, for example, combinatorial complexity or points of nondi erentiability, one can apply more e cient and easier-to-implement algorithms to modi ed versions of the function. In the ideal case, one can employ k n o wn algorithms for the modi ed function that have a thorough theoretical and empirical record and for which public implementations are available. The main requirement here is that minimizers of the objective function not change much through the modi cation, i.e., the modi cation must have a bounded e ect on the quality of the solution.
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Therefore problem-speci c algorithms have been developed. In several works 1 , 11 , 20 , nondi erentiability has been addressed by function regularization, i.e., removing non-di erentiabilities without signicantly changing the set of minimizers The main bene t of a successful regularization is that Newton-type methods become applicable: their speed improves as the magnitude of the regularization increases, but optima of the regularized objective diverge from those of the original problem. To gauge the tradeo between the speed and solution quality, our regularization is parameterized by a scalar 0, with = 0 corresponding to the original function and any 0 giving a smooth function amenable to numerical methods.
Reasonable convergence properties as ! 0 and problemindependent scaling of allow the use of the regularized objective, instead of the original objective, for practical applications.
This paper proposes new generalized approaches to construct regularizations for given objectives including arbitrary convex piecewise linear functions that are widely used in synthesis and analysis of electrical networks 19 . The described methods extend those applied to analytical placement in VLSI layout in 1 , where the regularized objec-tive l e a d t o a n e w i n terpretation of the well-known heuristic GORDIAN-L 28 and suggested a faster algorithm. Comparable regularizations of linear wirelength and pathdelay based objectives cannot be produced by previous approaches. 2 Combining our proposed regularization with a novel strictly convex estimate for path-based delay yields problems that are amenable to Newton-type methods, yet are smaller and easier to solve than those produced by 1 3 , 14 , 29 . We t h us achieve a new outlook on performancedriven analytical placement.
Section II reviews previous work on timing-driven VLSI placement and de nes an application domain of interest. Section III describes our proposed methods of function regularization, along with asymptotic analysis, typical examples and a theorem on applicability to arbitrary convex piecewise linear functions. Applications to timing-driven VLSI placement are given in Section IV followed by empirical validation in Section V, and conclusions in Section VI. Unfortunately, the presence of j:j implies that the problem as formulated is not directly amenable to Newton-type methods since the objective function is neither di erentiable nor strictly convex. It appears that PROUD favors a simpler but incorrect" objective to capitalize on known algorithms, while GORDIAN-L pursues the correct" objective with a new specialized algorithm. The regularization approach is in the middle | the objective function is modi ed by very little so that standard optimization techniques can be applied, although the optimization techniques are perhaps more involved than those in PROUD.
B. Delay approximation
Performance-driven analytical placers typically represent critical path delays with an approximation of the Elmore delay model 10 , but di er in how they address performance objectives into their formulations.
Timing-driven placement t ypically relies on a particular delay model for individual nets, and even pin-to-pin" segments of interconnect. Based on an equivalent-model i.e., a lumped-distributed model with half the capacitance at each end, the Elmore delay can be represented in a convenient form with posynomials, which allows a transformation into an optimization instance with strictly convex objective see 12 We a r e n o t a ware of convergence rate studies or non-trivial a priori conditions for convergence. In particular, convergence is unclear when intermediate optimizations are not solved to the true minimum, which i s the case in real-life solvers. Including path delays explicitly as non-di erentiable constraints is a more rigorous approach 13 , 14 , 29 , but also more challenging for implementations and numerics. A t ypical implementation tradeo is between, on one side, budgeting of net delays and including constrains for many individual nets into the optimization problem, or on the other side, establishing fewer constraints for individual critical paths. Per-net constraints are simple and only include the locations of incident cells, while per-path constraints include locations many more cells and lead to more elaborate and potentially less successful line search.
For example, the Prime algorithm 14 handles constraints using the Lagrangian relaxation one constraint per-path. The problem reduces to the minimization of This results in more constraints four active constraints per net, compared to Prime. In order to avoid the numerical degeneracies of linear programming, RITUAL resorts to quadratic programming. Lagrangian relaxation is used to handle constraints; additionally it is shown that only active c o nstraints" determined by graph traversal need to be considered. The primal problem reduces to solving one linear system, and the duals are solved by use subgradient o p t imization. 27 reduces a series of delay budgeting problems to linear programming by a general construction that approximates nonlinear delay terms by u n i v ariate piecewise linear functions. The resulting LP formulations are too costly to solve since their combinatorial complexity increases when better precision is required. 7 6 The constant term is the sum of , i n trinsic cell delay and delay from the solution in the y-direction 7 27 relies on speci cs of particular budget delay formulations to apply rather elaborate algorithms based on min-cost ows and graphbased simplex methods.
The above a p p r o a c hes to including explicit performance information all have considerable drawbacks and implementation di culties, e.g., the degeneracies of linear programming formulations are rather di cult to address in a simple implementation. Our approach will be to approximate linear programming formulations by nonlinear programming to allow e cient Newton methods. The computational complexity of our proposed smooth nonlinear approximations does not increase with required precision, unlike the complexity o f piece-wise linear approximations that enable linear programming cf. 27 . Therefore, when solving mixed linear and nonlinear programs, we pursue smooth nonlinear approximations rather than reductions to linear programming.
We distinguish two desired features of such an approach. i strictly convex edge delay estimates in terms of cell positions and ii their regularization to remove nondi erentiabilities. Critical path delays are then computed as sums of corresponding edge delays, resulting in smooth and convex functions.
We demonstrate below h o w these elements lead to concise performance-driven formulations amenable to e cient Newton-type methods, where path delays are integrated into the objective function.
III. Function regularization
In this section we develop a general method to modify functions so that standard optimization techniques can be applied. The real-valued function f that we modify is assumed to be convex and continuous over an open subset X R n . We seek a family of smooth convex functions f f o r 0 w i t h a lim !0 f x = fx uniformly on R n and b lim !0 inf x2R n f x = inf x2R n fx For simple functions, we provide recipes" for regularization and prove their desired limit behavior. For more complicated functions, e.g., fx = 2jxj + x 2 , we isolate non-di erentiabilities to small symbolic fragments e.g., absolute value functions for which recipes exist. Replacing the symbolic fragments with their regularizations yields a regularization of the overall function.
A. Piecewise linear functions
We begin by considering f : R ! R and distinguish a common case where regularizing f is easy: Note that 2e is not true anymore with 1 = 0 o r 2 = 0 e.g., fx = 1 maxfx; 0g or fx = , 2 minfx; 0g. These two cases can be reduced to 1 A single univariate piecewise linear function can be eciently minimized with convex binary search, but this becomes di cult when such functions are combined, e.g., as fgy+fxgy, since the combinatorial complexity i.e., the number of maximal domains of linearity considerably increases. Working with smooth approximations, combinatorial problems can be circumvented via symbolic di erentiation. In other words, gradient and Hessian computations and smooth minimization may b e m uch easier than solving linear programs.
We n o w show a generalization of the above t h e o r e m t o multivariate functions. Proof: Every linear domain is represented by a l i n e a r function, which is dominated by the original function according to the convexity property. Since the domain of the original function is the union of linear domains, the maximum of all respective linear functions is never smaller than the original function. Proof: The maximum function of k arguments can be regularized by a reduction to k two-argument maximum functions, arranged into a binary tree of depth log k.
Note that the estimate in Corollary 6 is better than in the previously considered special case of univariate functions.
Corollary 6 shows that an arbitrary convex piecewise linear function can be minimized using -regularization. Additionally, we can regularize an arbitrary linear program. First, by a well-known reduction used in the Ellipsoid method it su ces to solve constraint-satisfaction for Ax b. The latter can be reduced to unconstrained minimization of a convex piecewise linear function by minimizing the violation of constraints the constraints are satis ed if the value 0 is reached. However, the practical utility o f s u c h a general reduction is not clear.
B. Symbolic regularization and examples
For many functions, the cusps that need to be regularized are due to an absolute value or more general case analysis in the symbolic representation of the function. De ne F by:
8x; Fx = F 1 x , x 0 + C; if x x 0 ; F 2 x , x 0 + C; if x x 0 ; 9 with F 1 t continuously di erentiable for t 0 a n d F 2 t continuously di erentiable for t 0. We also assume that Ft is non-negative and convex as well as 
C. Practical issues
When fx i s c o n vex, but not strictly convex, it can have multiple minimizers. However, f x is strictly convex for 0 and has only one minimizer see, e.g., Figure 2 . From the theorems in Section III, under mild conditions a minimizer of f can be obtained as the limit of the minimizer of f x a s ! 0. In some cases, the minimizer of f x already minimizes fx, e.g., for any the unconstrained minimizer of 7 is the unconstrained minimizer of 6 if 1 0 a n d 2 0. Numerical methods using -regularization require speci c values of to evaluate the regularization or its derivatives. Ideally, there should be a way to de ne via an instance-and scale-independent parameter clearly, i f o n e scales all x coordinates in an instance up by a factor of 100, the e ect of the old value of will be di erent. In practice, the p th exponent of the maximal x value for a problem can be multiplied by an instance-independent 0 to produce .
IV. Applications to analytical placement
We now show how regularization enables the use of Newton-type methods in delay minimization. With a judicious choice of a wiring model for each net, the application of regularization results in smooth and convex path-based delay modeling which previous analytical placers were unable to handle directly in the optimization process cf. Section 2.2.
A. Convex delay model for a single net
For a given net we use rectilinear L-shaped interconnects to connect the source directly to each sink see Figure 3 . An equivalent-L model is used for each such segment Lsegment by distinguishing the x-and the y-leg. Let C s be the capacitance of sink s, R d be the driver resistance and r x r y and c x c y be the per-unit interconnect series resistance and shunt capacitance, respectively, i n t h e x-y- resistance times all downstream capacitance and the interconnect resistance times sink capacitance are the same except for the constant factors that 14 determined experimentally those can also be trivially added to our model and do not in uence theoretical analyses. On the other hand, we do not ignore the coupling of x and y directions in the interconnect delay t e r m . 14 also notes that dropping the interconnect term results in a linear model and reduces to that used by J a c kson and Kuh 13 . Thus, given suitable capacitance to resistance ratios in the di erent routing directions e.g., di erent metal layers, the cross term can be kept. Regularization of delay 16 and the convexity is preserved. Figure 4 illustrates 13 and its regularization 16. Again, observe that proposed wiring model assumes an order in which t h e x-and y-legs of the L-segment are routed when the source and the sink do not have the same x or y coordinates. However, we select this order arbitrarily and adjust the resistance-capacitance ratios in Proposition 7 appropriately. Certainly, both models could be represented for each L-segment during the optimization, e.g., the average or the maximum of the two models can be easily expressed with maximum function being regularized. Quite likely, a single wiring model represents typical tradeo s accurately enough, e.g., in comparison with net re-weighting or various heuristic updates used by earlier proposed methods.
B. Wirelength and delay brought together
We have illustrated the use of function regularization to both wirelength and delay approximation. Here, we propose several concise performance-driven formulations which tie wirelength and delay a p p r o ximations together in a consistent fashion; i.e., a problem formulation in which both wirelength and delay are considered simultaneously. In order to be speci c, these formulations use explicit enumerations of critical paths, potentially unacceptable for large modern circuits there may be exponentially many critical paths. We note, however, that -regularization advocated in this work can be applied with equal success to timing-driven optimizations that handle critical paths implicitely, via Static Timing Analysis. This is because the delay o f e a c h timing edge can be regularized independently, and their sum will be a regularization of path delay.
Below w e propose unconstrained formulations which a r e favored by newer analytical placers 9 and can be transparently handled by leading nonlinear minimization algorithms and software 12 , 16 , 35 . For penalization of path delays in a particular set P e.g., speci ed by the designer the objective function is: min x;y ffx; y + K P 2P d x; yg; 17 where fx; y is an estimate of the total netlist wirelength e.g., 4 and d x; y is the regularized delay for path .
Parameter K normalizes delay and wirelength, thus allowing one to tune the trade-o between smaller wirelength and smaller delay. P may be constructed to exclude false paths and include paths that look important to circuit designers. where is a soft" target delay, i.e., we are not interested in minimizing path delays below . Since delay information is included in the objective function, the number of constraints is not increased by the inclusion of performance information.
The parameter can be adjusted between iterations of timing optimization. Note that this formulation avoids computing the longest path, as the multi-variate max function is not smooth and has exponentially many cusps. Alternatively, the multi-variate max can be re-written as a chain of two-variate max functions and regularized sequentially 17 proposes a new, direct regularization of the multi-variate max function. Also note that when manual circuit modi cations are allowed after automatic CAD tools, it is usually not di cult to speed up any g i v en path. Therefore, minimizing the longest path delay i s n o t t h e o n l y goal | one may w ant to minimize the number of critical paths, or the average criticality of a path. The latter can be achieved by our formulation with appropriate selection of the coe cient K, since average path delay i s a special case of weighted total path delay.
Finally, although we favor unconstrained formulations, we note that convex constraints, e.g., rst moment constraints 18 , 28 , 25 , 24 can be easily included and solved 35 with Newton-type methods.
V. Empirical validation
In this section we compare the placement quality produced by function smoothing techniques we used -regularization with 0 = 0:01, by straightforward quadratic placement 10 and by linear programming guaranteed optimality, but with huge running time. 11 We a r e n o t aware of such a comparison in the literature, even though 10 I.e. solving one linear system per x, or y, dimension. 11 To a void accounting of the e ects of converting multi-pin nets into cliques or stars, we apply all methods after such a conversion. Optimal solutions produced by linear programming give a basis for comparison.
quadratic placement has been widely used in academic and industrial placement tools.
We considered three sub-circuits that appear during topdown placement of larger circuits and converted them into graphs using a standard clique conversion so that all approaches be equally applicable. During top-down placement 2 , 32 , a g i v en circuit is recursively partitioned in two b y straight-line cuts until the partitions are so small, that all cells inside can be placed by exhaustive enumeration or branch-and-bound. Clearly, the core of the algorithm is the partitioning step. If one subcircuit is partitioned at a time, all other cells are considered in the geometric centers of their respective subregions. Placement is performed to minimize wirelength, and its results can be interpreted, e.g., by median partitioning see 32 for a more complicated scheme. The main di culty that can be addressed by our analytical formulation is the ability t o trade of wirelength with other, possibly non-linear, objectives. Our experiments test the practicality of minimizing the wirelength alone, since i the timing terms in our formulations are often not nearly as computationally intensive as wirelength, and ii the structure of timing-critical paths may v ary considerably, s o t h a t e v en a dozen speci c experiments are unlikely to give new insight compared to the pure minimization of wirelength.
It is important to note that, unlike in min-cut partitioning, analytical placement requires su ciently many xed vertices to pull apart" the movable vertices. The topdown placement paradigm does not provide such instances at the rst level of recursive partitioning. For example, our largest testcase with 17,380 movable cells is a part of a larger circuit having 68,685 placeable cells roughly 4 times more and 744 xed pads. This corresponds to the third level of top-down partitioning. The rst three levels were performed by a min-cut partitioner.
Note that, since a very large number of partitionings min-cut or analytical need to be solved in order to place a circuit, each needs to be performed extremely fast. For example, in pure min-cut placemet which cannot directly address non-linear terms, competitive runtimes for a circuit with 20K cells will be on the order of 10-20 seconds per start 2-4 independent randomized starts are often used in placement applications. Analytical placers are typically slower, but their runtime must have the same order of magnitude for them to stay practical. Note that analytical placers are typically deterministic and are therefore applied only once to each problem instance.
Our empirical results are reported in Table I . Clearly, t h e results may v ary for other applications, and also depend on speci c values of and convergence criteria used. In fact, the latter would normally be tuned to particular applications and runtime budgets the smaller the , the better solutions can be produced, for the cost of larger runtime. Therefore, our experiments should only be considered as a proof of concept". For the benchmarks considered, our implementation of -regularization is able to quickly nd solutions that are within 20 of optimum produced by the leading commercial linear programming solver CPLEX 6.5.1 March`99 revision. The CPU time growth for the -regularization approach i s v ery close to linear in the number of movable cells. Additionally, linear programming becomes inapplicable once the placement objective has nonlinear terms. This is often the case in leading-edge applications, because piecewise linearization of the nonlinear terms will signicantly exacerbate run time.
Solutions produced by quadratic placement are at least twice as far from the optimum. Our results con rm that quadratic placement su ers from minimizing a wrong objective, no matter how w ell and how quickly this objective can be minimized in its own right.
In addition to the particular application we used to evaluate our methods, recent placement literature o ers a good selection of applications and approaches of di erent kinds compatible with our methods. In particular, while 32 presents a top-down placer based on analytical optimization and avoids any use of min-cut partitioning, two w orks published in the Fall of 2000 develop approaches that do not use any form of partitioning : 22 proposed a at forcedirected macro cell placer, and 5 described a multilevel large-scale placer based on recent advances in numerical analysis. These two w orks suggest another type of applications where our techniques may be useful.
VI. Conclusions
The main assertion of our work is that the mathematical properties of the objective function are more fundamental than particular optimization algorithms. The construction or adaptation of optimization algorithms may be simplied once the properties | especially di erentiability a n d convexity | are understood.
Numerical solvers perform best with smooth and convex functions. However, non-di erentiable points occur in important objective functions, e.g., when Manhattan distances are used. We h a ve presented general, provably good regularization techniques for eliminating cusps in optimization objectives and discussed their theoretical and practical properties. In particular, we can apply nonlinear optimization to minimize an arbitrary convex piecewise linear function a widely-used abstraction for modeling electrical networks 19 , and even an arbitrary linear program. Our techniques rely on generic minimization algorithms rather than highly specialized heuristics, e.g., in previous works on circuit placement 25 , 28 , 29 , 30 . The utility of our methods has been demonstrated for wirelength-and delaybased objectives in VLSI applications, where they lead to smaller and easier performance-driven placement formulations. Additionally, since convexity plays an important r o l e in regularizations and subsequent optimization, we highlight the need in provably convex delay models. Our proposed Elmore-type delay m o d e l is similar to that used in 14 and is provably convex given conditions found in typical applications. 
